Preconditioning, postconditioning, and remote conditioning in solid organ transplantation: basic mechanisms and translational applications.
Ischemia and reperfusion (I/Rp) injury is inherent to solid organ transplantation and can result in primary nonfunction or delayed function of grafts, which is associated with a significant morbidity and mortality posttransplantation. It is also a major obstacle for the use of marginal grafts to increase the donor pool, as these grafts are prone to a higher degree of I/Rp injury. Pre-, post-, and remote conditioning are protective strategies against I/Rp injury, which can be applied in the transplant setting. These strategies hold the potential to reduce graft injury and to safely expand the donor pool. However, despite convincing experimental data, the protective effects of the "conditioning" protocols remain unclear, and only few have translated to clinical practice. This review summarizes pre-, post-, and remote conditioning strategies in clinical use in solid organ transplantation and discusses an overview of the mechanistic pathways involved in each strategy.